We All Love 'Roy the Boy', Bartender at Mark Twain

The name of Roy Brinson is familiar to the crowds who gather nightly at the Mark Twain. Roy has become an institution with these steadfast followers who remember him from the days of gaiety which made the old "Topper Club" famous.

His popularity is a combination of several rare traits which form to complete a picture of one person dedicated to the fun and game life we all enjoy. At times, Roy takes on a pensive mood when the crowd is small and he has time to sit and be a part of the conversation—sometimes serious—sometimes personal—sometimes light. When the crowd picks up, Roy quickens his pace, meeting and greeting the flow of friends; always cordial. The night wears on but Roy doesn't show it outwardly. He keeps the mood happy and gay. His personal touch lingers to the dying moments of 2 am., when all must leave Roy to the end of another eight hours of hard work and pleasant memories.

To all who know him, Roy is more than a bartender. He is someone to confide in; someone to look to for conversation. A favorite of many, and a friend of more... Roy Brinson!

NEW Fords, used cars, trucks. Buy, lease, rent. 625-0651.
MEMBERSHIP
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many of us who are interested in the involvement of young people in church programs. If all of us is the problem, then there is no way we may be expected to develop and maintain.

ARC is ideal for both men and women to work together and develop a better understanding of each other. Many thanks to all of you, the girls’ viewing men, and all of us who have in ARC with the officers and members of the group. It is perhaps a new and meaningful lesson within our own circle.

ARC members will be extending their business cards on all tick
take and your events. Voting members are those who spend at least ten dollars a year on all ticket sales.

A membership list is kept by the officers and is under direct control of our attorney.

Father Gregory Advises ARC

On Sunday evening, February 6th, at 8pm in the sales

did. Church, 15-15 mem-

bers were addressed by Father Gregory, Father Superior of the Mission Church in Sacramento. He explained that while the United Catholic Church does not condone gambling, its condemnation is based upon the degree of responsibility of which an individual is capable in a given situation. In turn, it is to be de
determined by the extent to which the person’s acts are constructive.

He stressed the idea that the difference between his homosexuality behav

iors and the desire to strive and redirect it.

The joint was jumping, rocking, rolling, and all but collapsing (in part) during the course of the evening. Seventeen members of ARC were on hand to participate in the festivities. The music, however, was less than smooth and sanit
dance was free and abandoned, while dancing was free and abandoned, while the picture of grace, was our own "Big Hair" and the earth tone, Frangie -Surfer- and Natser, on stage with the rest of the dice Go-Go boys (and girls) from the new Fugazi Casa and did they go-go-go-o.

The Ball was held on the main floor of the Fugazi Casa Building. A frantic plea was sent up from the basement, where a new clientele for trott ing — that the ceiling was slid ing away and the glass chandelier slowly sank underneath the ceiling, had Fuguza Casa experienced such a shock.

A large literature table displayed the printed work of the ARC, and Gay News which members (of course) were to be seen pursuing the reading.

At intervals of the party, the game of the the ballroom was free and abandoned. While the floor of the Fugazi Casa Building.

Some of those who were still or their feet by the next sunrise (or back to the Sacramento.) (One single, not been heard from by Monday night, was located through the man
ering service — another service of ARC — like lava, like lava.

Another weekend made perfect by the presence of fellowship and sharing. Everyone, who couldn’t make it to the city for the weekend, was invited here in equally great experience coming up in our own community. Let's have a ball.

AR C Joins SIR Sweethearts Ball in SF

on Sunday, a little later a few songs were present at a cocktail hour (12 noon) and by Big Joe, from the ARC guests added to Delmar's Pallour (Battery at Union), where we met and were received in a pleasant audience (in audience) by their TAPE\non Tuesday, March 3rd, the Imperial Court of San Francisco, the ARC delegation extended an invitation to the Empress to visit us out here on our own turf. The Empress was most gracious, and later in the even
time, both the officers and guests of ARC, put in a plug for ARC. One of our members had an appearance in Jose's production of Carmen, and his performance had taken a quick trip out for air at the wrong time.

From Delmar's Pallour we ventured down the street to the Lover (S méthode, 11th, 24th and 1st, one of San Francisco's most popular bars, and after each went his separate way back to Sacramento. (One needed not be heard from by Monday night, was located through the man
ering service — another service of ARC — like lava, like lava.

Vidal points out in convincing fashion that the laws promul

gated by the Puritans are the laws governing behavior in this country in general. He points out that the forming of laws which prohib

it certain behavior, the form of the behavior, and the people or others, be
came the idea of what was to be defined as moral. The Puritans were so far, the public are at any time, with your own laws.

What are "public morals"? They are the laws which the society is assumed to be based upon that society says its moral or immoral. As Vidal points out, there is no real distinction between the people or others, be
came the idea of what was to be defined as moral. The Puritans were so far, the public are at any time, with your own laws.

For people to be able to make moral behavior, it is not the concern of the state.
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The Single Man

by Christopher Isherwood

Once in a while, a book comes out which is pure in mood, yet reads itself. I think of that book as a single man, whose every step is a gesture. I have no thought-provoking device, nor have I any desire to be heard. A Single Man is Christopher Isherwood's novel, first published in New York, 1964, $4.00 is a short novel, yet it is a novel of life, Mr. Isherwood wrote this book with a conscious attempt to reveal something which makes it funny. He writes of one day in the life of a man, who has, it seems, gotten that way through thought and insights into the mysteries of life. This makes it interesting to read.

The particular day of the story is taken from middle age, and in the course of the novel, we see George, the principal character, fighting to lose his life by doing things that are not in his nature. He still goes through with them, looking at clear eyes—and accepting what is seen.

Isherwood shows the healthy optimism and interest which comes with the return of the Catholic Church. He shows the keen observer's interest in the world that first comes when each moment serves as a stimulus for thinking. This book shows the rich reward that comes to the free and at the base of his soul who will ski and a ball. In the afternoon, George goes to the Catholic Church. You will be glad to know that eating and discussion mutual problems and to the meeting was to be held on Religion and the After the meeting was scheduled to be held on Religion and the student wants to help. The very least you can do if you don't have an idea is to read this book long—then send your membership card or your name, just because you want to help. The very least you can do if you don't have an idea is to read this book and a few small pieces of chalk. Put a few thin slices of lemon juice on top. Brown sugar, salt and pepper grated cheese.
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**EDITORIAL**

ARC is well on its way to becoming a powerful spokesman for the homosexual community in Sacramento. As more and more citizens of this area learn the purpose and meaning of ARC, our goals will be set. In time we will stand high on the list of community organizations, and our influence will be felt by all. But then, this is possible only with the concerted effort of ARC members.

This newspaper, as a chronicle of goodwill and truth serves this purpose. As editor of ARC News, it is imperative to make an appeal and at the same time, express within this editorial our long-range image. This can best be accomplished only if ARC members can honestly, without disgrace or the ABC constitution, identify and involve themselves as crusaders for homosexual rights as expressed in the ARC constitution.

We hope this appeal will be fulfilled by all interested members or members-to-be, for it remains impossible to hide behind a mask and at the same time actively participate for a homophile organization.

It is my responsibility to stand among the first of those to testify and campaign for ARC. If our goal is to create public and legal understanding, we cannot fully utilize members showing only limited interest. However, from the time ARC's conception, experience has shown that most ARC members have automatically and almost unconsciously committed themselves to a more aggressive role. May this be the rule as the marches on.

Jerry LeSuer, Editor

**Dinner Meeting Success**

ARC's answer to Julia Childs put on a splendid dinner for our February meeting. The food was superb, and we are deeply indebted to "Julia" for all the hard work. This evidence of spirit and dedication we need. Our speaker of the evening was forced to cancel at the last moment because of the flu, and several members were also bitten by the same bug. We nonetheless had a lively meeting and enjoyable time together. We missed our female members and hope more of them will be out next time. The dinner showed a profit, and was in every way a happy evening for the organization and for all those who attended.

**Electra Gives Party for Victims of Wrecked Ship**

A luxury liner in route to Hawaii from San Francisco ran aground in dense fog near the Sacramento Port late Monday, February 14. All victims of the tragedy were welcomed to a "ship-wreck party" by the top entertainer on board ship, Electra, who announced that shelter could be found at the No-Hu-Hu-Hut.

The 'disaster' turned into a fantasy of fun and frolic for the more than 50 passengers who stumbled and mumbled sighs of relief and joy throughout the evening.

ARC News was present to record comments from those in serious condition:

Howard: "I grabbed what I could and swam." He was dressed in an Air Force drag which included mismatched earrings... one motorcycle boot and marshmallow pump.

Terri: "Oufitted in her newly, well fit bra and loose coat. wow!"

Vaugn: "I heard of the party from my cab driver." She was dressed in a blouse made from a scarf cut in half. She must have known they needed something to fly for half mast.

Christie: "I was in bed at the time." She was beautifully dressed in a Grecian style nightgown of shocking pink... together with a sleepy hairdo and bedroom slippers.

Linda: "I was sitting in my cabin at the time the ship wrecked." She wore a beautiful Polynesian block print.

Barry: "I was half asleep when the ship wrecked." He appeared in pajamas, and sea-weed.

Electra: "I was half-way between decisions... undecided whether to recline or recline." She survived the wreck wearing an underskirt and very little under.

Everyone had a marvelous time at what was the most spectacular disaster in Sacramento history.

(Continued from Pg. 4)

ARC's favorite pastry chef may currently be found in bed and well plastered at the sisters of Mercy Hospital where he is undergoing surgery.

The word to the wise this week, from a sadder but wiser ARC'er is "Never lend your car to your lawyer!"

See you next month... if not... well, Sorry 'bout that that.

**COMING EVENTS**

**March 2nd**

**WEDNESDAY**

Discussion Group Meeting
3140 2nd Ave. 7:45 pm

**March 6th**

**SUNDAY**

Small Snow group to Soda Springs
Via Volkswagen Bus
Share Expenses
Call 456-0651 for Reservations

**March 8th**

**TUESDAY**

Monthly Business Meeting
Oak Park Methodist Church
36th and Broadway 7:45 pm

Agenda to include Spring Party
Remember - White Elephant Sale

**SATURDAY'S**

Go to North Sacramento to Bowl 7 to 9 pm

Gourmet Cooking Group
Oak Park Methodist Church
36th and Broadway 7:45 pm

Like exotic tastes?
Have favorite recipes?
Come and exchange and sample.
Call 456-0651 for dates.

**ELECTRA'S**

(Continued from Pg. 4)